
Consumerism is a

socio-economic

order that

encourages the

purchase of goods

and services in

increasing

quantities.
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Consumerism in
Romania



Step 1:
Consumerism

in Romania.

What is

consumerism in

Romania? When

did it start? 

How do Romanianpeople handle
consumerism? 

 What are they
actually spending

money on?

Why did it start?

Where does it go

with it?

Are people's lives going

downhill or uphill?

Anti consumerism



When did it
start?
The Romanian society had fallen
under evolution of the
consumption and reflected into
it by analyzing stages of socio-
economic development after
communism ended in 1989.



The worst consequence of consumerism is shopping addiction. A new
disorder, associated with the increasing development of shopping

centers. If we are more mentally vulnerable, depressed or stressed, we can
develop a shopping addiction.

 

Are people's lives going uphill or
downhill?



Why did it start?
Where does it go

with it?
We are a poor rich country. A

paradox, I would say. Romania's
unemployment rate has reached
30%, a country where 8 million

people live on the brink of
subsistence. Freedom also
brought us the appetite to

consume, to devour as much and
as cheaply as possible. The
frustrations gathered under

communism were avenged by the
abundance of capitalist products.



What are they actually spending
money on?
34.9% food and non-alcoholic beverages
13.7% maintenance and utilities
8.5% alcohol and tobacco
8.2% clothing and footwear
2.0% recreation, sports and culture
5.7% health
0.5% investment expenditure
0.4% education



How do Romanian people handle
consumerism?
70% of our country's population spends their free time shopping. In one
month, a Romanian family spends, on average, 4,600 ron, almost 85% of
total income. Online shopping has become another reason why Romanians
spend a lot.



Anti
consumerism
With the expansion of
consumerism, the anti-consumer
current developed. A manifesto
against over-consumption. The
anti-consumers are recognized by
the fact that they buy only what is
strictly necessary.



Step 2: How to
reduce

consumerism

1. Replace fast purchasing with
slow purchasing
The simplest way to do this is to write
down a list of the things you need or
want. 

2. Extend the lifespan of your things
Repairing your things is not only an
effective way to reduce your
consumption, but it’s also beneficial to the
environment. 

https://theminimalistvegan.com/eco-minimalism/


3. Avoid the trap of “free”
Accept free offers that’ll genuinely add value to
your life. Accepting free things for the “potential”
opportunity will likely result in more clutter.

4. Replace shopping with hobbies
 We would free up an extra 5 hours a month
to spend with family or even pursue the
hobby or side-hustle you’ve wanted to start.
And think about the money you’ll likely save.



5. Borrow or rent instead of buying
Got a wedding or funeral to attend? Consider renting
a dress or suit for the occasion. 
Need to use a drill for building your deck? See if you
can borrow one from your friends or family. 

6. Practice minimalism
A minimalist is someone who naturally rejects
consumerism and sees value in having fewer
things over more things.



Thank you!

Have a

great day

ahead.


